Futuristic

• A *futuristic* story tells how things might be in the future.

• Have you seen a building that looked *futuristic*? What did it look like?
realistic

- A book that is *realistic* describes things as they really are.

- Would you find a fairy godmother in a *realistic* story? Explain.
confused

- A *confused* person is mixed up.

- Which school subject is most likely to make you feel *confused*?
shifting

• If air is *shifting*, it is moving or changing.

• Why might sand on a beach be *shifting*?
require

• Something that is *required* is needed.

• What is something that you are *required* to do in school?
functiona
l

• Something that serves a purpose is *functional*.

• What is one *functional* item in your classroom that uses electricity?
inhabitants

• The people or animals that live in a certain place are *inhabitants* of that place.

• Who are some *inhabitants* in this picture?
amazement

- *Amazement* is a feeling of great wonder and surprise.

- What is the suffix in this word?

- Why could this picture make you feel *amazement*?
ample

- An amount that is *ample* is enough or more than is needed.
- What would you think is an *ample* lunch?
responsibility

• A **responsibility** is something you are expected to do.

• What is one **responsibility** you have at school?